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Featured Application: The proposed hybrid-compliant concept is meant to be part of a space
debris capture system.

Abstract: Active debris removal (ADR) is positioned by space agencies as an in-orbit task of great
importance for stabilizing the exponential growth of space debris. Most of the already developed
capturing systems are designed for large specific cooperative satellites, which leads to expensive
one-to-one solutions. This paper proposed a versatile hybrid-compliant mechanism to target a vast
range of small uncooperative space debris in low Earth orbit (LEO), enabling a profitable one-to-many
solution. The system is custom-built to fit into a CubeSat. It incorporates active (with linear actuators
and impedance controller) and passive (with revolute joints) compliance to dissipate the impact
energy, ensure sufficient contact time, and successfully help capture a broader range of space debris.
A simulation study was conducted to evaluate and validate the necessity of integrating hybrid
compliance into the ADR system. This study found the relationships among the debris mass, the
system’s stiffness, and the contact time and provided the required data for tuning the impedance
controller (IC) gains. This study also demonstrated the importance of hybrid compliance to guarantee
the safe and reliable capture of a broader range of space debris.

Keywords: space debris; active debris removal; impedance controller; in-orbit servicing;
uncooperative satellites; gecko-inspired dry adhesive

1. Introduction

Since humankind initiated space activities more than 60 years ago, the number of
in-orbit objects has increased [1]. More than 330 million debris objects not bigger than 1 cm
are in orbit. The number of objects between 1 and 10 cm is close to 1 million, whereas there
are around 36,500 debris objects greater than 10 cm [2]. The Kessler Syndrome states that
the amount of space debris is growing exponentially [3], which leads to a crucial problem
for ongoing and future space missions. Two approaches have been proposed to mitigate
the space debris problem—active debris removal (ADR) and passive debris removal (PDR).
However, PDR cannot achieve the desired stabilized number of debris in the foreseeable
future. Even if space launches stop, the number of space debris would still increase due to
future collisions. Therefore, ADR is required [4].

The problem with space debris is that most targets are not designed for removal. They
are uncooperative for capturing [5] and they do not include specific grippers, handles,
or markers to make capturing easier [6]. Additionally, each debris object has a unique
geometry, velocity, and material [7]. The fact that they can be tumbling at hyper-velocity
constitutes a crucial danger at any orbit [8]. Hence, capturing autonomously and harm-
lessly uncooperative objects demands reliability, robustness, and control at the impact,
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as the space environment and the crucial nature of the mission are demanding. These
requirements give the capturing phase the most critical role in the mission.

Capturing mechanisms can interact differently with the debris; an Energy-Transfer
Classification (ET-Class) was proposed in [9]. For instance, the Impact Energy Dissipation
(ET2) class implies a capture with a decrease of energy at the first impact. In this class, the
rigid and flexible capturing methods stand out as the most promising for their reliability.
The rigid capturing operation was one of the first capturing methods tried for the realization
of mechanical contact in space. However, this method requires, in some cases, extremely
expensive motion control since any misalignment during the contact can push the debris
far away [10,11], especially if the object is tumbling at high velocity [12]. Additionally, any
rigid capturing mechanism must be lightweight and compatible with different space debris
volumes [13]. As a result, the rigid capturing method is more applicable for cooperative
targets that have proper docking ports [14].

In the literature, many rigid robotic structures are from single-arm to multiple-arms [15,16].
Multiple arms are controlled by more complex control algorithms, such as sliding mode control
or adaptive control [17]. For single-arm rigid capturing methods, the classical PID control
approach is enough to achieve position and velocity control of the end-effector [18]. Nowadays,
reinforcement learning (RL)- [19,20], model predictive control (MPC)- [21], andH∞-based [22]
methods are also researched. Yet, the most crucial problem regarding rigid capturing methods
remains the same, which is the difficulty of achieving robust mechanical interaction using rigid
structures in space, since rigidness lacks appropriate impact energy dissipation in a frictionless
environment. Therefore, both academic and industrial research are inclined to focus on flexible
capturing methods rather than rigid capturing methods [23]. Regarding flexible capturing
methods, shape memory alloys (SMA) and pneumatic capturing mechanisms are nowadays part
of the most popular flexible mechanisms [24–26]. They can be categorized in the ET2 category,
as capturing mechanisms of this class decrease the impact energy of the debris at the very first
contact, according to the ET-Class. For example, capturing mechanisms using SMA material
can fully comply with the debris geometry. Moreover, the actuation of SMA does not demand
high energy consumption [27,28]. The most sophisticated study accomplished in this field is
MEDUSA. MEDUSA has flexible arms actuated by electrical inputs that can grasp nearly any
object. When a simple electrical signal triggers the nitinol wires, the arms of MEDUSA begin
to adapt their shape and grasp space debris [29]. Many detailed experiments showed the great
robustness of the mechanical contact. However, despite promising on-ground facility results,
these capturing methods have not been tested in space yet, making their performance fuzzy for
on-site space applications.

In addition, more flexible mechanisms take advantage of the gecko-inspired dry
adhesive to stick to the debris surface. However, they are, so far, either not suitable for
small autonomous integration applications [30] or fitting a specific debris shape [31,32].
Moreover, a critical factor for a capturing system is its ability to absorb the first impact
with the target; a strong and rigid impact can lead to mechanical failure and, thus, to
mission failure or debris generation. To deal with this, researchers have integrated either
passive [33] or active [34] compliance into their systems. However, to ensure adequate
contact time with the debris for the adhesive to stick to the debris surface during the impact,
passive compliance, although essential to dissipate the impact energy, is not enough;
controlled active compliance of the interaction is required [35]. To the authors’ knowledge,
no such hybrid system, i.e., a system with both active and passive compliance, has yet
been proposed.

Therefore, this paper proposes the following:

• A concept for an active debris removal capturing phase (Section 2);
• A hybrid-compliant system for the soft capture of space debris (Section 3);
• An impedance control design for the proposed hybrid-compliant system (Section 4).

The proposed flexible, versatile hybrid-compliant system of class ET2 [9], custom-
built to fit a CubeSat, is displayed in Figure 1. This new system targets a vast range of
small debris, enabling a profitable one-to-many solution. In contrast to previous concepts,
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the mechanism’s compliance is hybrid. It incorporates active (with linear actuators and
impedance controller) and passive (thanks to revolute joints) compliance to dissipate the
impact energy, allow adequate contact time, and successfully help capture a broader range
of space debris.

Figure 1. Concept of a CubeSat-based system for capturing small debris.

Impedance control (IC) is an example of active interaction control, incorporating
lumped parameters [36]. For a mechanism in contact with debris, IC can regulate the
relationship between the mechanism’s tip position and the impact force [37,38]. An essential
part of IC is the proper tuning of its gains. By adjusting them regarding the mass of the
debris to be captured, the capturing system can target a wider range of debris. In this paper,
a simulation study was conducted. It presented the correlation between the debris mass,
the ADR system’s hybrid compliance, and the contact time, providing the required data for
appropriate IC gains tuning. In addition, the necessity of hybrid compliance and the IC
was validated.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the space debris capture
problem with a brief on space environment statistics, focusing on LEOs to determine which
shape is the most common and must be targeted first. Additionally, the section presents the
proposed concept of operations (ConOps) for an ADR Capturing Phase. Section 3 presents
the proposed hybrid-compliant system, and its integration into the proposed capturing
phase is described. Section 4 introduces the impedance controller, a critical component of
the proposed hybrid-compliant system. Finally, Section 5 presents the simulation study
and discussion of the results, and Section 6 presents the conclusions and direction of
future work.

2. Space Debris Capture

Despite the growing concern about space debris, no autonomous capturing system
has been officially used yet. The required technologies can be quite diverse and by 2025 we
will see the launch of the first autonomous chaser satellites by ClearSpace to remove an
ESA-owned item from orbit (ClearSpace-1 mission [39,40]).

ADR missions depend a lot on the targeted debris. The most commonly studied
solution is to design one capturing system for one specific debris (one-to-one solution).
Currently, voluminous and well-known satellites are the ones aimed to be targeted first.
However, although these satellites are one of the main threats to generating more space
debris, it is only one side of the problem. The new mega-constellations of CubeSats coming
in the next decade in LEO (around the 500–700 km orbits) will increase the number of
decommissioned satellites remaining in orbit. As a result, the urge to tackle the small
satellites in LEO is and will be real.

The capturing mechanism plays a key role in the success of an autonomous space
debris removal mission, especially if it is designed to target a wide range of debris, as
the one proposed in this paper. To that extent, to design such a system, it is of utmost
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importance to know about the variety of objects in LEO, obtain knowledge of that data,
and determine what range of debris our mechanism should target first. These parameters
will impact the design of an autonomous ADR system.

2.1. Debris Data

Space environment statistics is a new space debris topic addressing debris tracking.
Due to the technological limitations of the surveillance networks, small-size debris is
currently not trackable. In December 2022, more than 32,500 objects were regularly tracked
by space surveillance networks. In contrast, more than 130 million objects starting from
1 mm in size are estimated to be in space orbit, based on statistical models [2]. The growing
space debris issue in LEO creates the need for knowledge about those objects to design
adequate debris removal systems. As ESA made available the catalogue of the tracked
objects via the single-source DISCOS (Database and Information System Characterising
Objects in Space) dataset [41], which is updated every few months, it is possible to analyze
the LEO debris population. DISCOS plays a daily role in some of the ESA activities, such
as collision avoidance, re-entry analyses, and for contingency support.

By analyzing the DISCOS dataset, a debris population of almost 20,000 objects with
nearly 300 different shapes was found in LEO. For each object, the available features are
their mass, shape (with size characteristics, when available), and information about their
orbits (apogee, perigee). All these objects could potentially threaten any space mission.
However, we prioritize the shapes more commonly found in LEO (found more than a
hundred times) for designing our capturing mechanism. Additionally, as the focus is on
small satellite removal, the targeted debris’ size and mass are non-negligible factors. To
that extent, we narrowed down the catalogue of objects in LEO to those lower than or equal
to 100 kg.

The total number of objects found in LEO with the mentioned parameters was 4162.
Among the 107 different specific shapes left, Sphere, Box, Box + 2 Pan (box shape with two
solar panels), Cyl (cylinder), Cone, and Box + 2 Ant (box shape with two antennas) are the
most present shapes in LEO. Together, they represent 84.24% of the total amount of small
objects in LEO. Table 1 summarizes the main shapes of small objects found in LEO with
their mass ≤ 100 kg at the time of writing this paper.

Table 1. Main debris shapes found In LEO (mass ≤ 100 kg).

Shape Amount % of LEO Small Debris Total

Sphere 1044 25.08
Box 949 22.80

Box + 2 Pan 669 16.07
Cyl 457 10.98

Cone 274 6.58
Box + 2 Ant 113 2.72

On the other hand, Figure 2 shows the distribution of objects in LEO (mass ≤ 100 kg)
grouped by their shape. Each dot represents a catalogued object relative to its apogee. The
shape feature is ordered in descending order, where the sphere shape is the most present,
and the Box + 2 Ant satellite shape is the least present.

The data analysis shows that, despite the wide variety of shapes, one generic shape
is predominant in LEO: the Box shape (with or without solar panels or antennas). If our
capturing mechanism targets all the different Box-shaped objects with mass ≤ 100 kg that
exists in LEO (Box, Box + 2 Pan, Box + 2 Ant), it will have a clear impact on the debris
problem at LEO. Indeed, the Box-shaped objects represent 41.59% of the total amount of
small catalogued objects in LEO. Thus, actively catching Box-shaped debris helps answer
the problem. Nano-satellites and mega-constellations are the future of LEO exploitation
and will quickly saturate LEO. It is then essential to remove those satellites, even before
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the 25 years of maximum stay in LEO proposed by Inter-Agency Space Debris Committee
(IADC) guidelines [42].

Figure 2. Small objects’ apogee and perigee distribution in LEO organised by main shapes.

The hybrid-compliant (the combination of passive and active) system proposed in this
paper targets Box-shaped debris of various masses, not exceeding the 100 kg threshold.
Other shapes can be considered in further work.

2.2. The Capturing Phase

An ADR mission consists of a succession of several crucial phases. From the launch
of the spacecraft from Earth to the moment the chaser satellite, coupled with the debris,
burns into the atmosphere, five general phases can be noted: berthed standby (the chaser
satellite is on board and attached to the hosting platform), ejection (includes the launch
of the rocket until the ejection of the payload), Far-Range Approach (arrive at hold point,
close enough to the target), capturing, and post-capture (ready to de-orbit).

The capturing phase is the most crucial one. With little cooperation between the
servicer and the target (no communication link, no fiducial markers, nor capture interfaces),
capturing uncooperative debris is today one of the biggest challenges. Indeed, mission
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failure and debris generation can occur more easily during that phase and the consequences
can be dramatic.

Figure 3 describes the concept we propose for the capturing phase. It includes three
sub-phases, pre-capture (approach guidance and control), soft-capture, and hard-capture;
these are in charge of the approach preparation, the impact absorption and stabilization,
and the securing of the debris attachment.

Figure 3. Concept of operations of our proposed capturing phase.

• Pre-Capture

The servicer satellite’s guidance navigation and control (GNC) rendezvous and syn-
chronizes its motion with the debris. The ADR system is, at first, undeployed inside the
CubeSat architecture, as displayed in Figure 4, and is then deployed. At the end of the
pre-capture approach, there is a relative distance dt. Thus, only a translation motion is
required to capture the debris.

Figure 4. Undeployed hybrid-compliant system. The gray cylinder at the back of the system is for
illustration purposes only.

• Soft Capture

In this sub-phase, the servicer satellite’s thrusters are turned on to approach the debris
and achieve the first contact. The first impact between the capturing mechanism and the
debris must occur softly. Because of this, we propose a hybrid-compliant system for soft
capture. It combines passive and active compliance with components that will reduce
shocks and residual vibrations and actively control the contact time to avoid motion-
reaction effects. It is assumed that the mechanism’s tip will remain in contact with the
debris for a finite time tc, long enough to ensure that the hard capture mechanism secures
the debris.
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• Hard Capture

This sub-phase aims to secure the link between the servicer satellite and the debris,
resulting in a reliable bond ready for deorbiting. After the soft capture, the hard capture
mechanism will activate to fold and embrace the shape of the debris.

Figure 5 presents a general view of the proposed hybrid-compliant system for soft
capture integrated into the CubeSat frame. This paper focused on the soft capture sub-
phase. Details of the pre-capture and hard-capture sub-phases are out of the scope of
this paper. Indeed, the system being at an early-stage design, we assume that the motion
synchronization between the servicer and the debris had already been established in the
pre-capture phase. Besides, the de-orbiting phase is considered out of the scope of the
paper, as it is up to the servicer satellite using the proposed concept to decide how to
demise the whole system with the debris attached.

Figure 5. General view of a CubeSat-based hybrid-compliant system for soft capture of space debris.
It includes the active compliance unit (ACU) and the passive compliance unit (PCU).

3. Hybrid-Compliant System for a Soft Capture of Space Debris

The high demand for reliability while capturing uncooperative debris makes the
system be designed with compliance in mind first. A soft capture at the impact will ensure
that the debris is not pushed away and give enough contact time for the capture. To
guarantee this soft capture, this paper proposed a hybrid-compliant system at a conceptual
level, with passive and active compliance, while fitting into a CubeSat architecture and
considering the capturing of uncooperative box-shaped debris in LEO. Figure 6 presents a
conceptual close-up view of the hybrid mechanism proposed for the soft capturing sub-
phase. It comprises two crucial parts: the active compliance unit (ACU), with tunable
stiffness, and the passive compliance unit (PCU), with a permanent stiffness. Together they
form the soft capture Uunit (SCU) of adjustable stiffness of our capturing mechanism.

Figure 6. Closeup of the hybrid-compliant system for soft capture of space debris.
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3.1. Passive Compliance Unit (PCU)

The PCU, as shown in Figure 6, has two main functions: to ensure a softer impact with
the debris, as well as to adhere to the debris surface, both preventing it from moving away.
This unit comprises three items: six articulated legs, six spherical joints, and six adhesive
pads. The choice of having six legs lies in finding the right balance between the geometry of
the system, its weight, and reliability, as fewer legs would question the system’s redundancy.
This part is the first of the whole system to encounter the target’s surface.

• Articulated Legs

Each articulated leg, as shown in Figure 7, is composed of three aluminium parts
linked together by revolute joints: the lower leg, the upper leg, and the link between the
leg and the plate. The latter separates the PCU and the ACU. The passive compliance and
flexibility feature is then made possible thanks to torsional springs located in the joints of
the legs. The choice of adding torsional springs is for two reasons; to have a softer impact
and better safety concerns regarding the system’s integrity by avoiding high compression
and bending constraints.

The torsional springs’ stiffness will determine the PCU’s maximum displacement in
the axis of capture. This parameter plays an important role in the design of the overall
hybrid compliance of the soft capture. Depending on the debris parameters (such as its
mass), a too-low stiffness of the PCU could result in a longer displacement of the legs, and
as a result, the system could break under the generated constraints. This point will be
discussed later in Section 5.

• Spherical Joints

To link the legs to the adhesive pads, spherical joints are integrated. They give the
pads two more mechanical degrees of freedom (in our case, two free rotations and the
rotation in the axis of capture blocked), thus the better possibility to adapt to the debris
surface. Indeed, in the case of a slight misalignment between the chaser satellite and the
debris surface, the adhesion might not occur. In that regard, ensuring the parallelism of the
pads with the debris surface is of utmost importance for efficient adhesion [43].

• Gecko Adhesive Pads

At the tip of each leg, a gecko-inspired dry adhesive [44] component is integrated as a
thin layer under the pads. This dry, yet sticky, material must be activated by applying a
shear force [43]. As a result, the microscopic “hairs” bend, creating a wider contact area
between the pad and the target’s surface, then making adhesion possible to many different
material surfaces. These pads would also include a contact sensor [31] so that the control
algorithms know exactly when to activate the adhesives. The shear force is created thanks
to the active shrinkage of the legs towards the capture axis. This bio-inspired dry adhesive
fits well for our case for two main reasons. Firstly, adhering within the required contact
time to the debris surface is one way to avoid the action-reaction effect while creating
sufficient time for securing the debris-chaser link. Moreover, selecting a dry adhesive that
requires shear force to activate fulfils some of the requirements for this concept: besides
being able to be used in a space environment [30], no additional normal force is required to
adhere. Indeed, applying more contact force when one tries to avoid pushing the debris
away sounds paradoxical. To that extent, getting a dry adhesive activated by shear force is
the most suitable solution for catching space debris more reliably.
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Figure 7. General view of the PCU, composed of one plate, six articulated legs, and six gecko-inspired
dry adhesive pads.

3.2. Active Compliance Unit (ACU)

The ACU, as shown in details in Figure 8, is directly linked to the PCU with the same
plate shown in Figure 7. This unit comprises four linear actuators linked with their base
to a force/torque (F/T) sensor. Active compliance is ensured thanks to the active control
of the linear actuators along the capture axis. Details about the controller are presented in
Section 4. By actively changing the stiffness of the ACU, it is possible to ensure a sufficient
contact time to actuate the other parts of the ADR capturing process. This allows the system
to target a wider range of debris without fundamentally changing its conceptual design.

Figure 8. General view of the ACU. The CDU is composed of one force/torque sensor, four elec-
tromechanical linear actuators and one plate.

• Force/Torque Sensor

The presence of an F/T sensor, as seen in green in Figure 8, helps feed the controller
with the force encountered at the impact between the chaser satellite and the debris.
Consequently, the linear actuators will be actuated regarding the force sensed by the
F/T sensor, providing the required equivalent stiffness of the overall system towards the
targeted debris. This means one can change the parameters of the stiffness and damping of
the ACU.

• Electromechanical Linear Actuators

The four linear actuators are an essential part of the ACU. They are represented in
Figure 8 with the static part in gray and the dynamic part in yellow. Although a single linear
actuator would have performed the task properly, a failure in that system can generate
mission failure. In that regard, it is important to ensure better reliability of that part of the
system by using four redundant electromechanical linear actuators. The linear motion of
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the actuators makes them act as a spring and damper system in a controlled way. As a
result, active compliance is created with the F/T sensor in a control loop.

3.3. Soft Capture Process

Both the ACU and the PCU will work together towards a successful soft capture of
the space debris, as described in Section 2.2. As a reminder, the main goal of the soft
capture sub-phase is to absorb the impact and welcome, as softly as possible, the debris
while retaining it from moving away. During the capture process, the actions of the soft
capture can be depicted in four main steps, as displayed in Figure 9: the Initialization,
the first contact, the hybrid compliance operation (active and passive compliance occurs
simultaneously), and the adhesive activation. Video S1 attached to this paper provides a
visual understanding of the described steps.

Figure 9. Soft capture process of the proposed ADR concept: (a) initialisation; (b) first contact;
(c) hybrid compliance operation; (d) adhesive activation.

• Initialisation

At this moment of the process, the ADR system is already deployed, and only a relative
distance dt separates the servicer satellite from the debris. The servicer satellite approaches
the debris with a translation motion, as depicted in the first image in Figure 9a.

• First contact

The PCU is the part which arrives in contact with the flat surface of the debris first,
with its gecko adhesive pads parallel to the debris surface, as shown in Figure 9b.

• Hybrid Compliance Operation

As the contact is made, the flexible legs articulate instantly, as seen in Figure 9c,
providing the first damping of the impact’s vibrations and not being too close to an
elastic collision between the two entities (where both momentum and kinetic energy are
conserved). The fixed stiffness of the PCU lets the legs articulate while keeping in contact
with the debris surface.

At this time of the process, the PCU is not the only one acting; the ACU is also activated
at the impact. As soon as there is contact between the SCU and the debris, the force exerted
in the axis of capture on the ADR system’s tip is fed into the controller of the ACU. As a
result, the electromechanical linear actuators are put into action accordingly, reducing their
length (as shown in Figure 9c) and thus providing an additional set of virtual springs and
dampers based on the contact’s force. The contact time tc between the tip of the capturing
system and the debris can then be controlled thanks to the ACU.
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• Adhesive Activation

The action of passive and active compliance is performed within that time frame of tc
seconds, giving the required theoretical time for the adhesive activation to occur, which is
essential to the mission’s success. The last goal of the soft capture sub-phase (retaining the
debris from moving away due to the action-reaction effect) is made possible by creating
adhesion on the debris surface. Within the contact time tc, the adhesive pad’s contact
sensors must send a positive signal to the ADR system’s process controller and activate
the pads’ shrinkage, as shown in Figure 9d. Working in opposite pairs, the pads are pulled
towards the longitudinal axis of the capture, towards the centre of the ADR tip’s plane;
shear force is necessary to adhere. That shear force is maintained to keep the adhesives
activated, retaining the debris from moving away.

Once the bond is created between the servicer and the debris, the soft capture sub-
phase is performed, and the capture phase can proceed.

4. Impedance Controller

To actively remove space debris, a servicer CubeSat will have to perform the final
approach, deploy the dedicated mechanism, and then perform the capturing phase of
the ADR mission. Having a hybrid-compliant system implies that both passive and active
compliance are involved. Since the passive compliance has fixed stiffness and damping
coefficients, it is required to analyse and model the adequate controller to get the active
compliance’s right coefficients. The CubeSat and the debris are specific in mass, but the
capturing mechanism’s compliance can be modified for the optimal response of the ADR
system regarding the contact time with the debris. In this section, the aim was to study
the behaviour of the systems during contact and then regulate the relationship between
the ADR system’s tip and contact force, employing an impedance controller. A single-axis
analysis was undertaken (central impact), as is common in the literature [45].

4.1. System Modeling

The servicer satellite, consisting of a main body (CubeSat), and the hybrid compliant
system for soft capture, is modelled as a three-body equivalent system, as represented in
Figure 10. The CubeSat, along with the ACU’s F/T sensor and the fixed part of the ACU’s
linear actuators, are lumped into the first rigid body with mass ms. The moving part of
the ACU’s actuators, the plate that separates ACU and PCU, and the PCU’s upper legs
are lumped into a second rigid body with mass me; while the lower legs and the gecko
adhesive pads are lumped to a third rigid body having mass mc. The positions of the center
of mass (CoM) of ms and me are denoted by xs and xe, and the position of the mechanism’s
tip is denoted by xc. The debris is modelled as a rigid body of mass md, and the position of
the point on the debris that comes into contact with the mechanism’s tip is denoted by xd.

Figure 10. Equivalent three-body system of the CubeSat and ADR system.

Masses ms and me are connected through linear actuators, allowing a translation
degree of freedom to be controlled. The maximum displacement of the linear actuators’
moving parts is denoted by la. Masses me and mc are connected through passive compliance,
with stiffness ks and damping bs, that models the compliance provided by the 6 torsional
springs located in the revolute joints of PCU’s legs shown in Figure 7. Figure 11 provides a
simplified 2D view of the three-body system.
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Figure 11. Schematic of the equivalent three-body CubeSat-ADR system.

Before the contact, the CubeSat-ADR system has a non-zero relative velocity with
respect to the debris. Once the PCU’s mass mc arrives in contact with the flat surface of
the debris mass md at the moment ti, mc and md have the same position, i.e., xc = xd, the
passive compliance enters into motion instantly, and the impedance controller is activated.

The aim of the simulation study was to showcase the importance of incorporating
active and passive compliant components to dissipate impact energy, ensure contact time,
and enhance the capture of a wider range of space debris masses. Therefore, the simulation
study was based on the following assumptions. The motion synchronization between the
servicer and the debris was established, resulting in a zero relative angular velocity. The
desired contact point of the ADR system’s tip on the debris was assumed to pass through
the debris centre of mass, resulting in only a contact force and no external moment on the
debris. The assumption was made that the centre of mass of the debris is known, supported
by existing research on estimation techniques. Misalignments during realistic approach
and contact were not considered and flat surfaces were assumed for both the ADR system
and debris, generating contact force along the approach and contact axis.

Based on these assumptions, a three-dimensional simulation of the equivalent three-
body system yields single-axis motion for the servicer and the ADR system was performed,
providing informative data along the approach and contact axis. Due to the absence of rela-
tive rotational motion, all motion occurs along this axis. The inclusion of the assumption of
point masses in the simulation model, neglecting the moment of inertia, does not affect the
study’s conclusions. The paper presents the equations of motion for this equivalent system,
focusing on the commonly employed central impact analysis of the single motion axis.

Specifically, the system equations of motion for each of the three rigid bodies of the
equivalent CubeSat-ADR system in Figure 11 with masses ms, me, and mc, and for the
space debris with mass md, obtained during the contact between mc and md, are given by
Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively.

ms ẍs = −Fa (1)

me ẍe = Fa + ks(xc − xe − ls) + bs(vc − ve) (2)

mc ẍc = −Fi − ks(xc − xe − ls)− bs(vc − ve) (3)

md ẍd = Fi, (4)

where Fa is the commanded force applied on the capture unit by the impedance-controlled
linear actuator, ls is the physical length of spring ks, and Fi is the impact force between the
mechanism’s tip and the debris. All forces are shown in Figure 11.

4.2. Design of the Impedance Controller

For successful adhesion, the required contact time between the ADR system’s tip and
the debris must be ensured; thus, its adjustment is required. This adjustment was achieved
by altering the ADR system’s impedance. Therefore, an impedance controller with tunable
gains was developed. Specifically, impedance control attempts to implement a dynamic
relation between the ADR system’s variables, such as tip position and contact force, rather
than just controlling these variables alone [37].
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Subsequently, the controller needs to be informed, which is the wanted relation
between the ADR system’s variables during impact i.e., the desired system’s behavior.
The equation selected to describe this behavior is called impedance filter and is shown in
Equation (5), [34,46]. It consists of three terms: one for the desired inertia m f to be seen at
the tip, one for the desired damping b f , i.e., the desired relationship between contact force
and tip’s velocity, and one for the desired stiffness k f , i.e., the desired relationship between
contact force and tip’s displacement [37].

m f (ẍc − ẍs) + b f (vc − vs) + k f (xc − xs − lm) = −Fi. (5)

The desired contact time of the ADR system with the debris and, thus, the success
of capturing directly, can be realized by tuning the mass, spring, and damper impedance
parameters m f , b f , and k f , respectively. Parameter lm in Equation (5) is the initial distance
between mc and ms.

Substituting ẍs of Equation (1) and ẍc of Equation (3) into the impedance filter in
Equation (5), and then, solving for the applied actuator force by the impedance controller
Fa required to achieve the desired impedance behavior of Equation (5), yields

Fa =
ms

m f
(

m f

mc
− 1)Fi +

ms

m f
k f (xs − xc + lm) +

ms

m f
b f (vs − vc) +

ms

mc
ks(xc − xe − ls) +

ms

m f
bs(vc − ve). (6)

The impedance parameter m f is selected equal to mc so that the actuator force Fa does
not depend on the impact force Fi [34]. Then, the applied actuator force Fa is given by

Fa = kp(xs − xc + lm) + kd(vs − vc) +
ms

mc
ks(xc − xe − ls) +

ms

mc
bs(vc − ve), (7)

where the controller’s gains kd and kp are given by

kp =
ms

mc
k f (8)

kd =
ms

mc
b f . (9)

To calculate the gains based on Equations (8) and (9), the impedance parameter k f must
be selected. Furthermore, choosing critical damping results in the impedance parameter b f .

b f = 2
√

m f k f . (10)

The impedance control loop is shown as a block diagram in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Block diagram of the impedance control strategy for the soft capture of space debris.

4.3. Hybrid Compliance

The useful terms of active and hybrid compliance are described in this section to
understand the proposed impedance controller better. For this purpose, we used a reduced
version of the three-mass system previously described in Figure 11. The reduced version is
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a two-mass equivalent ADR system with only the ACU to control its interaction with the
debris, as presented in Figure 13a.

Figure 13. CubeSat-ADR system with two masses connected by (a) impedance-controlled actuators,
(b) an active (virtual) compliance equivalent to (a).

The system equations of motion for the equivalent ADR system in Figure 13a, during
the contact with the debris, can be written as:

ms ẍs = −Fa (11)

mc ẍc = −Fi + Fa. (12)

Substituting ẍs of Equation (11), and ẍc of Equation (12), into the impedance filter that
describes the desired impact behavior of Equation (5) yields

−
m f

mc
Fi +

m f

µe f
Fa + b f (ẋc − ẋs) + k f (xc − xs − km) = −Fi, (13)

where µe f is given by

µe f =
mcms

mc + ms
. (14)

Solving for the actuator force Fa and selecting m f equal to mc so that Fa does not
depend on the impact force Fi, yields

Fa = kp(xs − xc + lm) + kd(ẋs − ẋc), (15)

where kd and kp are the impedance controller’s gains given by

kd =
µe f

m f
b f (16)

and

kp =
µe f

m f
k f . (17)

Observing Equation (15) for the actuator’s force command Fa, one can conclude that
the impedance-controlled actuator behaves in active (virtual) compliance with spring
coefficient ka of length la and damping coefficient ba, as shown in Figure 13b; in this
example, equal to the controller’s gains kp and kd, respectively.

Furthermore, the proposed ADR system, as modelled in Section 4.1 and shown in
Figure 11, incorporates, additionally to the active compliance, passive physical compliance
with spring coefficient ks of length ls and damping coefficient bs, see Figure 14a.
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The active and the passive compliance in series can be combined to form an equivalent
hybrid compliance of length lm = ls + la with spring coefficient km and damping coefficient
bm as shown in Figure 14b.

Figure 14. CubeSat-ADR system as two masses connected by (a) a passive and active compliance in
series, (b) a hybrid compliance, equivalent to (a).

The stiffness and the damping coefficients km and bm of the hybrid system are of
paramount importance as they affect the ADR system’s impedance, the contact time of the
ADR system with the debris and, thus, the success of the debris capture. Therefore, the
reduced hybrid-compliant system shown in Figure 14b is used in Section 5.4 to showcase
the necessity of hybrid compliance in an ADR system.

5. Simulation Study and Results

A series of simulations were conducted with three objectives in mind: to study the
relationship between the debris mass and the required compliance and to demonstrate the
importance of the proposed hybrid compliant system (Section 5.2); to study the impact of
the design parameter lm (Section 5.3); and to test the impedance controller and analyze its
role to achieve a soft capture of space debris (Section 5.4).

5.1. Simulation Setup

The simulations were run in MATLAB/Simscape using a variable-step ode45 solver.
The Simscape model, consisting of the hybrid-compliant system mounted on the servicer
CubeSat and the space debris, were developed for the simulations. During the simulations,
the positions and velocities of the masses under the impact and their interpenetration were
calculated. This was fed back to a contact model and a force was generated, pushing away
the masses under impact. The contact time tc was calculated based on the impact force.

The developed contact model uses the visco-elastic theory. According to this theory, a
compliant surface under impact can be modelled by a combination of lumped parameter
elements, i.e., springs and dampers. This study calculated the contact force between the
bodies under impact using the Kelvin–Voight model [47]. Assuming that the impact is
close to an elastic (no damping), the impact force is given by:

Fi = ki(xc − xd), (18)

where xc is the position of the mechanism’s tip and xd is the point on the debris that
comes into contact with the mechanism’s tip. In this study, stiffness ki was equal to
10,000 N/m [48,49] and, thus, the contact was assimilated to a very stiff spring, activated
when xc is greater than xd.

The CubeSat-ADR system has a small relative velocity set to 10 mm/s with respect
to the debris. The CoM’s initial position xs, of mass ms, equals zero before impact. The
initial position of xc equals lm (lm is defined in each experiment). The debris’ initial position
relative to the ADR system’s tip, denoted by xd − xc, was set equal to 10 cm without
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loss of generality since, in the simulation, the ADR system approaches the debris with a
constant velocity vs. Equivalent systems’ point masses ms, mc, and me (when applicable)
are 12.0012 kg, 0.024 kg, and 0.016 kg, respectively.

5.2. Debris-Mass and Compliance Relation

As the masses of the servicer CubeSat, including the ADR system, were assumed
to be known, the desired stiffness and the damping coefficients of the hybrid system’s
equivalent compliance must be selected. The selected parameters should ensure that the
minimum contact time between the ADR system and the debris was achieved. An analytical
solution for the optimal tuning of these coefficients is difficult to obtain since no analytical
equation relates the contact time and the hybrid compliance coefficients. Because of this, an
algorithm in MATLAB, consisting of a loop, was developed to search the successful cases
(tc > minimum contact time required) in a range of stiffness values, for a range of space
debris masses and for a range of minimum contact time required to complete the capture.

Specifically, the servicer CubeSat and the ADR system were simulated when approach-
ing and coming into contact and the success in terms of the time of contact was noted. It
was considered a successful case if it was greater than the contact time required for the
successful capturing while not reaching the spring limit. Then, the corresponding spring’s
stiffness and the debris mass were stored.

In this simulation study, for tuning the hybrid compliance of the system, the servicer
CubeSat and the ADR system were modelled as a two-mass equivalent system, i.e., as two
point masses connected by the hybrid compliance, as shown in Figure 14b. This compliance
was considered hybrid since it consists of passive parts integrated into the PCU and the
active part realized by the impedance-controlled linear actuator of the ACU, as shown in
Figure 14a.

The stiffness and damping coefficients to be altered during the search of the developed
algorithm are denoted by km and bm, respectively. Once km is altered, by choosing critical
damping, one can calculate bm too, as follows

bm = 2
√

mckm. (19)

The hybrid compliance’s length lm is equal to 0.05m since it is the sum of two lengths:
lm = ls + la; the length ls of the passive physical compliance, equal to 0.025 m, and the
maximum displacement la of the linear actuators’ moving parts, equal to 0.025 m. The
schematic of the system under simulation study as designed in Simscape is shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. Schematic of CubeSat-ADR system and debris in Simscape.
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The algorithm runs for the range of stiffness values km between [0.1–0.5] N/m, with a
step of 0.1 N/m, for a range of space debris mass md between [1–100] kg, with a step of
1 kg, and for a range of minimum contact time tc required for completion of the capturing
between [4–12] s, with steps of 2 s.

The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 16, providing the relation between these
variables. More detailed visualization of the data of Figure 16 is provided for each contact
time in the range of [4–12] s in Appendix A. The lines depicted in the 3D diagram correspond
to points in 3D space, representing the successful cases obtained from the algorithm. Each
point along the line represents three distinct values, namely: space debris mass, minimum
contact time achieved, and hybrid compliance stiffness coefficient.

Figure 16. Range of space debris masses to be targeted for different stiffness coefficients and minimum
contact times achieved.

Note that the [4–12] s range for this simulation for the minimum contact time required
was selected since it was sufficient to showcase the necessity of tuning the system’s compli-
ance and, therefore, of the hybrid compliance concept. Simulation results for minimum
contact time required greater than 12 s show that hybrid compliance is even more necessary
if we want to target a wide range of debris between 0–100 kg. This can be easily shown
by the trend shown in Figure 16: the minimum contact time required increases, and the
range of debris masses to be targeted decreases. Moreover, a contact time of less than 4 s
for successful capturing is considered unrealistically small.

Based on the diagrams, desired stiffness and damping coefficients of the hybrid
system’s equivalent compliance can be selected for a specific debris mass and minimum
contact time required.

In Figure 16, the relation of the variables is derived. In particular, when the equivalent
stiffness increases for a specific minimum contact time, the range of the debris masses
increases and the minimum debris mass to be targeted increases. One could say that small
stiffnesses are appropriate for targeting a small range of small debris and larger stiffnesses
are appropriate for targeting a wider range of debris masses of larger debris masses.
Furthermore, when the minimum contact time required increases, the maximum debris
mass to be targeted remains constant for a specific spring stiffness due to displacement
limitations of the compliant parts and the minimum debris mass that can be targeted
increases. Thus, when the minimum contact time required increases, the range of debris
masses to be targeted decreases.
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5.2.1. Indicative Case

In this section, indicative plots are presented based on the simulation responses for
a specific set of values in the range searched by the algorithm. Specifically, the indicative
plots in this section were obtained using a simulation with km and bm equal to 0.5 N/m and
0.1789 Ns/m, respectively, and debris with mass md equal to 12 kg. The positions of the
point masses ms, mc and md are shown in Figure 17. As shown in this figure, the tip of the
ADR system was initially located 10 cm from the debris. For almost 10 s, the ADR system
approaches the debris, moving together while in contact.

Figure 17. Position of masses for the indicative case.

The contact time ti was calculated using the impact force shown in Figure 18. It is the
time when the impact force is continuously greater than zero and, thus, is equal to 10.12 s.
The impact force in Figure 18 was set to zero when the relative position of the ADR system’s
tip from the debris, shown in Figure 19, was negative, indicating that there is a distance
between the two systems. However, when the systems are in contact, the interpenetration
of the bodies, shown in Figure 19, is positive, and the impact force was calculated based on
Equation (18); it is the multiplication of the spring stiffness ki times the interpenetration in
Figure 19.

Figure 18. Impact force for the indicative case.
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Figure 19. Relative position of ADR system’s tip with regard to the debris contact point for the
indicative case.

5.2.2. Discussion: The Need for Hybrid Compliance

The analysis of the diagram in Figure 16 leads to a conclusion of major importance
regarding the design of the ADR system itself. When the required minimum contact time
is very small, there is indeed an appropriate stiffness coefficient for targeting most debris
masses in the desired range of 0–100 kg. However, for more realistic minimum contact
times required, none of the stiffness coefficients are adequate; one must be able to modify
the equivalent spring’s stiffness to target the whole desired range of debris.

Considering the use case where the system only uses the benefits of passive compliance,
the equivalent stiffness would remain constant without any possibility of being tuned. In
that regard, the range of debris that can be targeted is consequently constrained. Assuming
a passive spring of 0.5 N/m, and the required minimum contact time is 10 s, based on the
diagram in Figure 16 and the more detailed visualization of it provided in Figure 20, the
range of debris masses that can be targeted is 12–100 kg. Nevertheless, to capture debris of
smaller mass, e.g., 4 kg, an equivalent stiffness coefficient of 0.2 N/m would be required for
the equivalent spring, as shown in Figure 20. To achieve the tuning of the spring’s stiffness
from 0.5 N/m to an equivalent spring’s stiffness of 0.2 N/m, active compliance should be
added, realized by an impedance controller, adding versatility to the system.

Figure 20. Detailed visualization of Figure 16 for minimum contact time achieved of 10 s. Range of
debris masses for different stiffness coefficients.

To decrease the equivalent spring stiffness km to make it equal to 0.2 N/m, the addi-
tional active compliance ka should be in series with the already-manufactured and inte-
grated passive one ks, with ks equal to 0.5 N/m in this study. Hence, based on Equation (20)
for springs in series, the stiffness coefficient of the active compliance ka should be equal to
0.333 N/m. Employing this active compliance in the presence of the passive one, the debris
of 4 kg can be successfully captured, thus allowing the ADR system to target a wider range
of debris than the one targeted by employing only the passive compliance.

km =
kska

ks + ka
. (20)
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One could wonder why not use only active compliance. For reliability reasons, inte-
grating flexibility with passive compliance at the first impact interface would avoid a hard
shock and, thus, avoid pushing away the debris. Moreover, if the debris has an unexpected
mass variation, tuning the stiffness brings more reliability and safety, reducing the risk of
damaging either the servicer or the debris itself.

5.3. Impact of the Compliance’s Physical Length

The series of simulations and results are presented in Figure 16 and in
Appendix A, considering a length lm of the equivalent spring equal to 0.05 m. The physical
length of the spring denotes the available space of the mechanism to compress, as shown
for the indicative case in Figure 21. It is, therefore, an important design parameter for
the system.

Figure 21. Spring deflection for the indicative case.

A series of simulations were run for a different spring’s length to further enhance
the discussion and the valuable conclusions. The algorithm developed searches for the
range of stiffness km between 0.25–1.25 N/m, for a range of space debris mass md between
1–100 kg and for a range of minimum contact time required for completion of the capturing
between 5–8 s. Specifically, Figure 22 displays the range of space debris masses that can
be targeted and successfully captured for a range of equivalent spring stiffnesses and for
various minimum contact times required for a spring’s length lm equal to 0.025 m.

Figure 22. Range of space debris to be targeted for different contact times.
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Based on this diagram, one could observe that, for a specific minimum contact time
and spring’s stiffness, the range of debris masses that can be targeted is smaller than the
corresponding one when the spring’s length lm is equal to 0.05 m. This is because, at
similar stiffnesses and contact time parameters, the retracting phase on the spring reaches
its limit, resulting in possible damage to the servicer CubeSat. In other words, the contact
time requirement may be fulfilled while reaching the spring’s length limits, which may
be dangerous for the servicer satellite. Hence, the ability to tune the equivalent stiffness
coefficient using an impedance controller is even more necessary. Moreover, as shown in
Figure 22, the maximum contact time achieved is no more than 8 s; this is an important
contact time constraint. In conclusion, for an ADR system to target a wider range of
debris masses while ensuring a realistic required time of contact, the spring’s length for
compliance—or alternatively the space that the system has to compress—must be carefully
selected to be above a minimum value.

5.4. Evaluation of Hybrid Compliance

Two versions of the ADR system were simulated to further demonstrate the importance
of tuning the ADR system’s compliance by adding an active compliant unit and to showcase
the application of the proposed impedance controller. Subsequently, the responses were
measured and the corresponding contact times were calculated and compared.

The first system is a passive system, denoted as PCS, composed only of passive
physical compliance. In this case, the ACU is inactive; thus, its prismatic joints are locked,
see Figure 23a. The second system is a hybrid-compliant system, denoted as HCS and
shown in Figure 23b, composed of passive and active compliance; the linear actuators
apply forces Fa driven by the proposed impedance controller presented in Section 5.2 and
given by Equation (7).

Figure 23. Comparison of ADR systems; (a) PCS: system with only passive compliance (inactive
linear actuators); (b) HCS: hybrid system with both passive and active compliance.

The passive compliance’s stiffness ks equals 0.5 N/m following the use case presented
in Section 5.2 and its physical length ls is equal to 0.025 m. The linear actuator’s space limit,
i.e., the maximum displacement la = xe − xs allowed, is also equal to 0.025 m.

Figure 24 shows the impact force generated at the tips of the PCS system (magenta
line) and the HCS system (blue line). Figure 25 shows the actuator force commanded by
the impedance controller to be less than 0.15 N.
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Figure 24. Comparison of impact forces of passive and impedance controlled systems.

Figure 25. Commanded force by the impedance-controlled linear actuator.

Observing Figure 24 and comparing the contact times, one can see that using the
proposed impedance controller significantly increases the contact time from 7 s to 11.65 s.
Hence, the applied controller adjusted the contact time between the ADR system’s tip
and the debris and ensured the minimum required; in this example, equal to 10 s. The
desired contact time of the ADR system was ensured by the appropriate tuning of the mass,
spring, and damper impedance parameters m f , k f , and b f of Equation (5), respectively, and
therefore of the IC gains.

To find the appropriate impedance parameters m f , k f , and b f , the simulation results
provided in Section 5.2 for the use case were employed. Specifically, to capture debris with
a mass of 4 kg, the required hybrid compliance’s stiffness and damping coefficients, km
and bm, were found to be equal to 0.2 N/m and 0.17 Ns/m, respectively. Thus, the desired
spring and damper parameters of the impedance filter k f and b f can be calculated based
on Equation (16) as

k f =
m f

µe f
km (21)

and,

b f =
m f

µe f
bm, (22)

to be equal to 0.2003 N/m and 0.1702 Ns/m, respectively. The desired mass parameter
m f is equal to mc. Using the desired impedance parameters m f , b f , and k f derived, the
IC gains kp and kd were calculated based on Equations (8) and (9) to equal 150 N/m and
128 Ns/m, respectively. The IC command Fa, which drove the ACU’s linear actuators, was
calculated by Equation (7).
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The application of the IC implemented active (virtual) compliance into the ADR system,
rendering it a hybrid-compliant system. Comparing the PCS and HCS, the necessity of the
IC and, subsequently, of a hybrid-compliant ADR system for the successful capturing of
debris, was validated.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a one-to-many solution: a flexible, versatile capturing mechanism
of class ET2 targeting a vast range of small uncooperative space debris in low Earth orbit
(LEO). It incorporates a hybrid-compliant system, combining active compliance (with
controlled linear actuators) and passive compliance (with legs articulated by torsional
springs). Combined, they make the equivalent hybrid stiffness adjustable to a specific
range of debris mass. This novel system also uses a bio-inspired dry adhesive to stick to
the debris surface and keep it from being pushed away, increasing the overall reliability of
the ADR mission.

The simulation study presented in this paper revealed that a passive-compliant ADR
system was incapable of targeting all the small debris. The integration of both active and
passive compliance was required to enable the successful soft capturing of the whole range
of small debris (up to 100 kg). It allows the system to gently welcome the debris in contact
with the servicer satellite, providing the required contact time for properly capturing it.
The active compliance is controlled by the developed impedance controller (IC), which
adjusts the compliance parameters based on the debris that will be captured.

This paper brings forward the research on capturing a wide range of small debris
in orbit, thus contributing to a cleaner and safer space. Future work will focus on the
design, development, assembly, verification, and validation (V&V) of all components of
the mechanism and experimental V&V testing in the Zero-G Lab facility of SnT-University
of Luxembourg.
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13137968/s1, Video S1: Simulation video of the soft capture
process. Software used: NVIDIA Omniverse.
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Appendix A

More detailed visualisation of the data of Figure 16 is provided for each contact time
in the range of [4–12] s in Figures A1–A4 and 20. Based on the derived diagrams, the
desired stiffness and damping coefficients of the hybrid system’s equivalent compliance
can be selected for a specific debris mass and minimum contact time required.
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Figure A1. Range of space debris to be targeted for 4 s contact time.

Figure A2. Range of space debris to be targeted for 6 s contact time.

Figure A3. Range of space debris to be targeted for 8 s contact time.

Figure A4. Range of space debris to be targeted for 12 s contact time.
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